The WB6 endorsed the **Sustainability Charter** (Paris, July 2016) to pursue a transition towards a *low-carbon* and *climate-resilient* energy sector.

The Charter is a practical tool to **implement the Paris Agreement** at regional level, including a set of *regulatory, policy and practical measures* in 4 priority areas:

1. Improve **energy efficiency** governance
2. Develop and implement smart support measures for **renewables**
3. Foster **climate action**
4. Increase **transparency of sustainable energy markets**
EnC Sustainable Energy Framework

1. Creation of a regional energy market / enhance regional competition
2. Security of supply
3. Sustainability of energy systems
Energy Efficiency Related Measures

PROMOTING ESCO CONTRACTS, DEVELOPING ENERGY SERVICES MARKETS
June 2017

FULLY IMPLEMENTING THE EPBD, AS A PRE-REQUISITE FOR LARGE SCALE BUILDINGS REHABILITATION PROGRAMMES
June 2017

PROGRAMMES FOR PUBLIC AND RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS REHABILITATION (MIN. ENERGY PERFORMANCE AND BEYOND, INCREASING THE USE OF LOCAL RES)
March 2018

ASSESSING POSSIBILITIES FOR DEVELOPING NEW OR CONVERTING EXISTING DISTRICT OR CENTRAL HEATING AND COOLING SYSTEMS USING RES
November 2018

ANALYSING THE ESTABLISHMENT OF APPROPRIATE FINANCING MECHANISMS, INCLUDING, IF FEASIBLE, A STATE LEVEL EE FUND
June 2018

INCLUDING EE AND USE OF RES IN THE CURRICULUM IN EDUCATION AND OFFERING PROFESSIOAL TRAINING + DEVELOPING NATIONAL SKILLS AND QUALIFICATIONS
June 2019
The EnC supports the WB6 by monitoring the implementation of their commitments under the Sustainability Charter (Roadmap with 14 main measures and 55 output indicators).

A progress report outlining achievements and priorities ahead is regularly published; results will be discussed at the next WB6 Summit (Trieste, 12 July 2017).
## WB6 Sustainability Monitoring Report – Priorities

### Improve the governance of energy efficiency
- Creating the supporting legal framework (implementing the EPBD, EED, 3rd EEAPs);
- Designing EE investment programmes for renovation of residential and public buildings;

### Implement smart support measures improving sustainability of energy systems
- Developing an option-paper to identify the most suitable approach for the implementation of RES market-based support schemes;
- Adopting RES market-based support schemes in line with the State Aid Guidelines;

### Foster Climate Action
- Introducing legislation, governance and institutional arrangements for MMR in line with Regulation (EU) No 525/2013;

### Transparency of Sustainable Energy Markets
- Establishing official, single administrative contact points for investors, providing relevant guidelines and dispute settlement advise in English;
“A multi-stakeholder platform to discuss the best ways to shift towards a sustainable, low-carbon Energy Community Region”
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